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*****.SCIPIO SIGHELE, PSYCHOLOGIE DES SECTES This is
interesting and important book, here translated into French by
L. Brandin, is by the author of La Foule Criminelle, and is an
even more important work. The author is more critical and
detailed than Le Bon, whom he excoriates, and presents an
interesting and comprehensive review of collective psychology,
past and future; a classification of crowds; treats at length the
differences between sects and parties; the power of leaders;
their uniformity and tactics, and their dominate instinct of
revolt. The morality of sects is then discussed; their want of
equilibrium and permanence; their criminal propensities, and
the work closes with an arraignment of parliamentarianism.
The American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 9, No. 3 (Apr., 1898),
pp. 416-417 L auteur est bien connu par plusieurs ouvrages qu
il a publies sur la sociologie. Dans ce livre, qui vient d etre
traduit en francais, il etudie la psychologie et la morale des
sectes. L ouvrage est riche en considerations savantes et
ingenieuses et doit etre lu par toute personne qui...
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Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish
this ebook.
-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the
ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia no Spinka-- Ma r ia no Spinka
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